The following are pictures from the week ending in 11.19.21 in regards to the Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Center (DEI)/Student Government Room Renovations Project. More finish work was completed with week as the grid of the future suspended ceiling tile system was installed in both spaces. Some touch up painting was also completed in both areas as well. The contractors are now focusing on installing the new lighting and mechanical diffusers in the ceiling, and once inspected the ceiling tile can be placed. The first areas of casework were also installed this week, and soon the floors will be placed as we push towards making both spaces ready for when the furniture arrives. Again, most likely the last items to be installed will be the new metal window and door systems as they are the longest lead items from a scheduling standpoint. Currently it has been confirmed that they are in production at the factory and will be shipped in mid to late December. It is still our goal to have these new spaces available for the first day of classes of the Winter Semester.